The University of New Haven’s School of Health Sciences is soliciting applications from qualified candidates holding Master’s or Ph.D. degrees in Healthcare Administration, Public Health, or related fields to teach in the Department of Health Administration and Policy. Classes may be taught during the day or in the evenings.

Responsibilities:

Scope of responsibility includes teaching at the undergraduate and/or graduate level.

Minimum Qualifications:

- Master’s or earned Ph.D. in Healthcare Administration, Public Health, or related fields

Preferred Qualifications:

- 1 year teaching experience
- Excellent written and oral communication skills
- Experience with instructional technology and using web based instructional software
- Experience working in diverse, multidisciplinary teams

Employment is contingent upon successfully passing a background investigation.

The University of New Haven is committed to diversity and inclusion in higher education. The University seeks candidates whose teaching, research and/or service has prepared them to contribute diversity and inclusion in our academic community. Applicants are asked to submit a diversity and inclusion statement explaining how their teaching, scholarship and/or service, contributes to building and supporting diverse and inclusive communities.

Interested candidates should submit a current curriculum vitae, a cover letter including teaching philosophy, recent teaching evaluations, a diversity and inclusion statement and contact information for at least three professional references to Interfolio.

The University of New Haven follows the principles of affirmative action and equal employment opportunity in all of its employment practices.